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Allan Sitting In a Room 1+2

COLEMAN

Digital Audio, 2013, 4’

Silence Hangs in Misty Layers

SAGALA

Andrew Seigel, Bass Clarinet. 2011, 5’

Triple Quartet

COLEMAN

Kendall Carrier, Stephen Minor, Lucas DeNies,
Nicole Pearson, Andrea Velasquez, Cassity Warnecke, violins
Katie Allen, Megha Nadig, Mary Porcaro, violas
John Chatterton, Emily Finlan, Hannah Kuhn,
cellos. 2013, 10’

durch den Spiegel

SAGALA

Digital Audio, 2013, 6’

- INTERMISSION Allan Sitting In a Room 3+4
Digital Audio, 2013, 4’

Stalking the Wild Moon

COLEMAN
SAGALA

Tim Bausch, Marimba. 2008, 6’

the Farthest Shore

SAGALA

Digital Audio. 2010 7’

Gathering
Stijn de cock, Piano. Sonja Inglefield, Harp.
Jim Piorkowski, Guitar. Kay Stonefelt, Marimba.
2008, 12’

immer tiefer, immer ruhiger

Digital Audio, 2013. 6’

COLEMAN

SAGALA

Allan Sitting in a Room (2013) is a set of four variations on source material by Allan Schindler recorded
programming environments (originally Csound). In this piece, the source is transformed by a granular program I wrote
for the MUS 441 class in the spring of 2013, which chops the source into “bits” of sound so that each grain can be
reassembled into a new shape. Here, in some of the variations the original content is recognizable, maintaining much of

Silence Hangs in Misty Layers

ous illness. Musical material is derived from various spectra, and arranged in semi-biographical format. That recoverysense of peaceful withdrawal and sense of stillness are the emotions projected here. During the work’s composition, an
and they never settle.

Triple Quartet
to pull back closer to the center of the group. As voices get too close to each other, they repel. There are moments in
the piece when all voices move to, or from, a single pitch, which places each voice under considerable pressure to move
away from the others. Triple Quartet is an experiment of sorts, as unlike other pieces where the computer output has
acoustic performance of the computer’s decisions. Much of the piece is organized into slow-moving chords, articulated by
bell-like metallic sounds.

durch den Spiegel

[through the mirror] is a reference to the surreal world of Lewis Carroll’s Alice. Familiar,
real world sounds are mixed and juxtaposed against impossible mutations and warping of those sounds. While not
unsettling sounds.

Stalking the Wild Moon (2005) is a work for solo marimba that explores some of the sonic possibilities
of the instrument. The marimba is transformed into a chamber ensemble, treating the various registers as discrete
instruments. This emulation is apparent in several forms. The lush sustained passages, the dry staccato notes, and the
contrapuntal passages are distillations of what one might hear in a work for several instruments, yet the conception
and writing here is innately ‘marimbistic’. In addition to the rapid leaps in register, contrasting musical materials in the
form of rich sustained chords juxtaposed against complex linear passages builds the musical narrative. The material is
almost invariably fragmented and almost schizophrenic, and yet long range voice leading and local details give the piece
a singular sense of direction and musical meaning.

the Farthest Shore (2010) . Light glints off of a calm sea...swirling torrents draw the viwer in, down, under
the surface. From Debussy’s La Mer and Ravel’s Jeux d’Eau to Murail’s Le Lac and this work--the dynamic character of
water has been a rich source of musical ideas. This work--theatrically set for two “non-existant” instruments--depicts a
voyage across shifting waters. Light, energy, motion, and ferocity intermingle to carry the listener. It is the voyage, not
the ever distant shore that is important...

Gathering (2008) is written for a quartet of instruments that share similar attack-decay envelopes resulting from
plucking or striking strings or bars. The piece uses the same swarm-like algorithm as the Triple Quartet, however this
time, the simulation is used to connect a variety of musical elements together in addition to pitch (e.g. dynamics, timbre,
density, and spatial placement). The “electronic” component of Gathering is subtile--primarily taking the resonating
decay of the instruments and placing them in the audience to create various immersion effects. Gathering is divided into
Piano alone, Field II, Chords, and Dispersion.

